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History Shows Empty Promises in DNR Secretary Bills 

By State Representative Donald Friske 
 

The Wisconsin State Legislature will soon consider legislation to change the appointment process of the Secretary of 
the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). The proponents of this idea have creatively developed a sales pitch 
conveniently ignoring some of our 160 years of history and experience. 
 
This idea is a snake oil remedy incapable of curing what supposedly “ails” the DNR: politics. The disingenuous sales 
pitch relies on the passage of time to bury historical evidence hurting its acceptance. A full historical understanding 
can better guide us toward positive conservation decisions for the next 160 years. 
 
Rather than selling false hope to the people, the State should be open and honest by recognizing politics exists in all 
our laws, including conservation. Rather than try to hide its existence, we should focus our attention on it and use it 
judiciously to ensure accountability by governors for the decisions made by the State employees they are elected to 
manage. 
 
Today’s DNR is not the same agency that was created in 1967, let alone the Conservation Commission in 1927. I 
have examined the history of the Conservation Commission and the Department of Natural Resources and firmly 
believe changing the appointment process back to pre-1995 will: 
 

1) Harm the collective voice of Wisconsin citizens including the 54,000 people I represent; and 
2) Not solve the problems it purports to address 

 
Agency differences 
The current 2009 DNR has 21 more functions than to those held by the Conservation Commission in 1967. Look at 
the permits issued by the Department today and it’s easy to see how DNR regularly affects our ability to live, work 
and recreate in Wisconsin. This in and of itself is not a bad thing. However, the Natural Resources Board’s (NRB) 
and DNR’s responsibilities don’t revolve solely around fish and wildlife management anymore. 
 
If DNR was, similar to 1927, charged mainly to manage our fish and wildlife resources, I could support an NRB 
appointed secretary, especially given the existence of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress allowing average 
sportsmen to participate. 
 
However, DNR must now determine or assist determining who, where, when and how citizens and businesses in 
Wisconsin dig wells, place septics, build houses, harvest trees, place utilities, move soil, lay culverts or spread 
fertilizer. This is important work needing to be done and DNR works hard doing it. However, sometimes well meaning 
DNR bureaucrats make decisions negatively and improperly impacts honest citizens and local governments. When 
no legal recourse is available, a political recourse should remain in the form of the election or defeat of a governor 
and the DNR secretary he or she appoints. 
 
Our current NRB is a quality group of individuals doing a difficult job. I applaud their work given the difficult issues 
they and the agency regularly handle. However, given the size and scope of the agency, it is essential the DNR 
secretary be accountable to the chief executive who is tasked to promote smooth, efficient and economical 
operations of all State agencies, including DNR. A gubernatorial secretary is the best means to that end. 
 
Responsiveness 
Wisconsin citizens expect their government to be responsive, responsible and accountable, no matter the branch or 
agency. 
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DNR can, at times, be unresponsive to public demands and realities in Wisconsin. I regularly hear complaints from 
people all over Wisconsin about how DNR lacks the ability or willingness to embrace reasonable flexibility or meet 
the changing needs of state, it citizens and economy. 
 
This, however, will be neither cured nor exacerbated by an NRB selection of a secretary. Rather, this non-
responsiveness will shift and change based on daily, necessary and sometimes discretionary decisions made by 
both rank and file DNR employees and their managers. 
 
Accountability 
Republican democracy is designed to provide direct accountability of the government to the citizens they represent. 
Our design to this end has created a Wisconsin system holding governor accountable for the actions taken by all his 
appointed officials, including the DNR secretary. 
 
The public voted Governor Frank Zimmerman out of office in part for his political appointment of Louis Nagler as 
Director of the Conservation Commission. Similarly, Governor Thompson knew he would face an unnecessary re-
election fight had he fired George Meyer in the 1990s. 

 
If Department of Commerce Secretary Jack Fischer had been insulated from appointment by Governor Doyle, he 
might still be in charge at DOC even though serious management problems had become apparent including the 
mismanagement of State funds. 
 
Diminished voice 
Imagine the DNR makes a decision you disagree with. You can probably think of one or two. Now imagine you have 
no opportunity to petition your legislator or governor to overcome the DNR decision you disagreed with. Imagine your 
elected representatives or the governor telling you, “Thank you for contacting me, unfortunately my ability to overrule 
the DNR is limited or non-existent.” Such a statement might not necessarily be true, but having an NRB appointed 
secretary gives political-cover to elected officials when they don’t want to take responsibility for unpopular 
administration of conservation laws. 
 
Why are politics so taboo in conservation politics, let alone any State policy development? Politics create, in the long 
term, better policies for government. Politics ensured the NRB remained a strong and relevant conservation 
component back in 1995. In addition to seeking appointment power for the DNR secretary, Thompson proposed 
making the NRB 100% advisory with no rule making authority. That proposal was a serious mistake to consider and 
we owe politics for its demise. The people of Wisconsin did not want it and their voices were heeded. 
 
In 2008, politics was used in combination with science to ensure residents in Lincoln County could continue to 
harvest fish from the Prairie River without heavy restrictions on number or size. The science backed it up, the people 
of Lincoln County made their voices heard and the NRB heeded. 
 
In 2006, the willingness of the legislature to defer conservation details to NRB was never demonstrated better than 
proposed changes to 2006 deer gun season allowing a December hunt. Because the legislature took public input, it 
resisted a strong desire to say no to the NRB, the DNR and the Conservation Congress. However, politics convinced 
the legislature to say yes and it convinced the NRB to make the change temporary until data could be collected 
regarding their decision. Politics and science worked together hand in hand. 
 
In 1931, it took politics to overrule the Conservation Commission to legalize ice fishing. That’s right, it took a 
legislation to force the legalization of ice fishing to ensure poverty stricken residents and sports fishermen alike could 
drill a hole in the ice and harvest fish. 
 
When combined in a balanced measure, politics can be a positive and working partner in the conservation of our 
natural resources in public trust. 
 
Wisconsin’s first Conservation Commission Chairman William Mauthe noted, “Politics are, by necessity, so deeply 
entrenched in the state conservation department that it is folly to expect to take conservation out of politics,” and 
further stated, “Let us have politics if it will make the machinery of administration function honestly and efficiently.” 
 
Politics ensures a voice and a seat at the decision making table for all the people of Wisconsin, not just Conservation 
Congress members. The DNR secretary has regularly scheduled monthly meetings with the heads of Wisconsin’s 
major environmental interest lobbying groups. He also has regularly scheduled monthly meetings with the NRB. 



However, it is impossible for average citizens or small business owners or (small business, big business or DNR) 
employees to have a regularly scheduled meeting with the Secretary. 
 
Governors and legislators are expected and necessary officials for average citizens, business owners and 
employees to seek changes in how government, including DNR, administers our laws. 
 
Policy failure 
Proponents of a board appointed secretary claim this bill will get politics out of conservation. Let’s take a closer look 
at our history to see if it really bears out. 
 
In 1927, the first six-man Conservation Commission (chosen by Governor Zimmerman) appointed a politically 
connected man named Louis Nagler as the first director of the Commission, at the behest of Governor Zimmerman, 
even though he didn’t have any practical conservation experience. They chose Nagler instead of Aldo Leopold, a 
man widely expected to be given the job, especially by the Izaac Walton League that helped Zimmerman win 
election and pass the bill creating a six-man commission. 
 
In 1942, the Commission fired Conservation Commission Director HW McKenzie at the behest of the Governor Heil 
who appointed the Commission. 
 
In 1975, history repeated itself when the DNR fired then-Secretary Lester Voigt at the behest of the Governor Lucey. 
They followed that political action by hiring Lucey’s Department of Administration Secretary Tony Earl, at the behest 
of Lucey who ensured Earl was not only a candidate, but also was the only candidate from Wisconsin, boosting his 
odds of selection by the NRB. 
 
The lesson learned from history is that politics can not be eliminated or even reduced by having the Governor 
appoint the NRB and having the NRB appointing the Secretary. 
 
It is time the proponents of this idea fully acknowledge our history or, in some cases, stop intentionally misleading 
Wisconsin sportsmen and citizens. 
 
“No commission, appointed by a governor, is likely to be any more non-political than the governor himself. An astute 
political governor would name six men who could do him some political good.” (Milwaukee Journal 02/03/1927) 
 
“We are not so sure that the six members to be appointed by the governor on the new conservation commission 
would be as disinterested politically as some of the ardent boosters of the measure contend.” (Capital Times 
02/03/1927) 
 
“Announcement that Col. L.B. Nagler, private secretary to the governor, will be chosen as director of state 
conservation gives further evidence that [the governor], instead of taking the conservation department out of politics, 
has injected politics into it.” (Sheboygan Press 08/18/1927) 
 
Conclusion 
Changing who appoints the Secretary of DNR neither eliminates nor reduces politics in conservation. It was true in 
1927 and it is still true in 2009. 
 
Our form of government and decision makers across the spectrum of history guarantee the State, governors, boards 
and legislators have been and always will be forced to regularly examine conservation policies with both science in 
one hand and politics in the other. 
 
This politics is not the illness. It is one half of the cure. It is honest and, more importantly, it is empowering when we 
recognize it rather than hide in the shadows of false hopes and empty promises. 
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